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Abstract

A phonological analysis of the Banian dialect of the Lahu Shi language in northern

Thailand is presented based on phonetic data gathered in field research^ The analysis

demonstrates evidence for 2 syllable types, 22 consonants, 8 vowels, and 7 tones in this primarily

mono-syllabic Tibeto-Bunnan language. Evidence for contrast is given for the 2 syllable shapes

and each phomenic segment and tone. A study of variation and distribution in the data reveals 5

phonological processes. These are described and shown to be rule governed. Finally, points

requiring further study are highlighted, the data set is presented, and a possible orthography is

suggested.
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*The data represented in this paper was collected under the auspices of Payap University, Chiang Mai, Thailand. I

wish to express my gratitude to the Payap University Research and Development InsUtute for sponsoring my

research term from the Linguistics Department at Payap University. I am also indebted to the Government of

Thailand and especially to the District officer of Mae Sniai district for permitting me to do this field work research.
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1, Introduction

1.1 Language Classification

Lahu Shi, or Yellow Lahu is one of the two main branches of Lahu languages. The other

branch is Lahu Na (Black Lahu), which has been extensively investigated by a number of

linguists. The Lahu languages are part of the Sino-Tibetan stalk of languages, more specifically

the Tibeto-Burman family. Figure 1 iUustrates the position of the Lahu languages in the Tibeto-

Burman language family:

Tibeto-Burman

I

Lolo-Burmese

Northern Lolo

Lisu

Ahpubele Bakeo Nakeo Napugu Banian

Figure 1: Lahu languages family tree

The division between Yellow and Black is a folk' division held by the Lahu themselves

and is supported by some linguistic research. As shown in figure 1, the Yellow Lahu branch can

be divided into 5 dialects^: Ahpubele, Bakeo, Nakeo, Napugu, and Banian. Bradley (1979),

^ The term dialect here is used in a broad sense meaning language or dialect of a language. Research concerning

intelligibility between the Yellow Lahu dialects is not available.
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who has done extensive research into the Lahu languages, does not mention Nakeo and Napugu,

but includes Ahpubele which is not mentioned elsewhere.

The Banian dialect is the focus of this research. It is the dialect most recognized by

linguists as Yellow Lahu^, being more divergent from Black than the others. The Yellow Lahu

Banian people see the divisions similarly. Some of the Lahu in China who identify themselves

as Yellow Lahu are actually speakers of the Bakeo variety. The Yellow Lahu Banian in

Thailand, however, do not consider Bakeo to be Yellow Lahu, but rather a variant of Black

Lahu.

1.2 Population

The combined Lahu population is spread over at least 5 nations in South East Asia. In

southwestern Yunnan Province of China there is an autonomous Lahu county with population

estimates of 250,000 people (Lewis 1986:172). Most of these are Black Lahu speakers. Burma,

Thailand, and Laos are also home to numerous Lahu people. Lewis (p. 172) reported population

estimates for these countries in mid 1983 adding as many as 200,000 more people to the totals

from China. A number of Yellow Lahu people in Thailand report that there are some 5,000

Yellow Lahu people in Vietnam.

It is difficult to obtain exact and reliable population data about the Lahu people for many

reasons. One reason is that the borders in these countries are somewhat porous to the Lahu

people. Another reason is that many have left the South East Asian region, moving to Europe

and North America.

There is a sizeable population of Yellow Lahu people in the United States consisting

mainly of people who were refugees from Laos. The bulk of these people live in the Visalia,

California area, and are primarily Yellow Lahu Banian speakers. There are more than 1,500

Yellow Lahu people in that area alone"*.

In Thailand, there are more than 40,000 Lahu people. They live in 5 provinces of northern

Thailand: Tak, Chiang Mai, Chiang Rai. Mae Hong Son, and Lampang. There is a rather

^e literature on the Lahu languages generally uses the names Black Lahu and Yellow Lahu. The Lahu themselves

use Lahu Na and Lahu Shi, 'na' being the word for tlack', and *shi' the word for 'yellow'. Iq order to be consistent

and to comply with the established standard, the names BlacJc Lahu and Yellow Lahu will be used in this paper. The
name 'Yellow Lahu' will generally be used when referring specificaUy to the Lahu Shi Banian.

^Personal communication from Paul Lewis and a Lahu man named Moody.
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random mix in each of the provinces of the various languages with concentrations of differeni

dialects clustered in areas, often intermixed in the same village. According to Lewis (p. 172), the

Yellow Lahu Banian constitute 17 percent of the Lahu population in Thailand. Using these

statistics, there are over 6,800 Yellow Lahu Banian people in Thailand.

1.3 Data Collection

1.3.1 Place

The data collected in this study derive mainly from the Yellow Lahu Banian village

Thung Phrao in Chiang Rai Province, Thailand. During the months of Febuary through May of

1994, research and language learning were conducted under the auspices of the Payap Research

and Development Institute (PRDI) and the Summer Institute of Linguistics (SIL).

L3.2 People

The primary language assistants were Khomson Nananikhom, Naykong Miseri, and

Dchamu Miseri, all who are native speakers of Yellow Lahu. Various others in Thung Phrao

assisted my wife and I, being both patient and encouraging as we began to learn to speak their

language.

L3.3 Phonetics

The data included in this report is part of a larger corpus collected mostly in the form of

word lists. IPA transcriptions were used to record words in the SIL 406 word list . The data

contains 27 phonetic consonants and 34 phonetic vowels.

^e SIL 406 word list is a coir^Uation of the Swadish 100 and 200 word Usts with additional words added. It

contains glosses in English, Central Thai, and Northern Thai. See appendix A for a parUal listing of words collected

from this list.
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2. The Syllable

2.1 Contrast

The syllable skeleton of Yellow Lahu words is very basic. All syllables are made up of

an optional initial consonant followed by an obligatory vowel and tone. There are no consonant

clusters. This structure is represented as: (C) V T.

Two distinct syllable shapes are possible. These are: CVT and VT. There appears to be

no restriction on vowels filling the syllable initial V slot. Some CV combinations may be

restricted (see 3.3). Examples of the two cannonical syllable shapes follow.

CVT
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2.3 Distribution

Only one restriction applies to the distribution of syllables within words. Consecutive

vowel initial syllables are not permitted. The vast majority of Yellow Lahu words are consonant

initial single syllables. Most vowel initial syllables perform a grammatical function, and are

cither preposed or postposed to a consonant initial syllable.

3. Consonants

3.1 Contrast

The data provides evidence of contrast for the following consonants:

/p/
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3.2 Variation

Consonant variation in Yellow Lahu is limited to the non-stop alveolar and palatal

consonants /s/, /tj/, /tjV, and /j/. They are conditioned in similar ways by the environment in

which they occur. Two types of variation can be observed.

3.2.1 + Closure/Friction

The consonants /s/ and /j/ are affected by a process which increases closure in the mouth.

This process resembles palatalization, but the overall effect is an incease of friction during

phonation, rather than changing the point of articulation. The following rules describe the

process.

/s/-^m/_/i,u/

/j/-^[i]/_/i,u/

Since /tJ/ and /tj^/ already have a great deal of closure, this process is not apparent.

Examples demonstrating this process follow.

/s/ voiceless alveolar fricative

[o^J•iMu']
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3.2.2 Raising/Fronting

The second process occurs only with the vowel /a/. This process involves a raising or

fronting of the consonants when they precede /a/. The added closure due to the 'clenched teeth'

required to produce the vowel (see 4.3.2) forces the consonants up and forward. The

consonants /tj/, /tj*^/, and /y/ are effected, while /s/ is not since its point of articulation is further

forward. Rules describing this process follow.

/tj/ -^^[ts] /_/a/

/tf/-^[ts*^]/_/V

/j/ -^[z] /'_/a/

Examples demonstrating these changes follow.

/tf/ voiceless palato-alveolar affricate

[tSA?^ti'*^i^] 'sharp'

[tSA^tfi^] 'cough*

/tf^/ voiceless aspirated palato-aiveolar affiricate

[ts^A?^tfi3] 'suck*

[ts^A^tJ*^i^] 'wash*

/i/ voiced palatal continuant

[zA^tfi^] 'sleep'

[a^.ZA?^] 'grass for house roof
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33 Distribution

All consonants appear in syllable and word initial position. Further research is required

to determine if all consonants appear with all vowels and tones. At this time, it appears that If/,

/y/y fU, and /g/ do not appear with /a/ and possibly /o/ also. No explanation for this is known.

4. Vowels

4.1 Contrast

The data provides evidence for positing the following 8 vowel system:

/i/ /u/

/e/ /o/

/ae/ /a/ hf

Id

Figure 3: Yellow Lahu Vowels

Evidence illustrating vowel quality contrast follows in the next 6 sets of phonetic data.

Contrastive Sets of Vowels

Setl: /p/VT
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Set2:/DVVT
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Set 5: /k/VT

[ki^ve^tJi^]
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Vowels with Breathiness

[mi^gi^^] - [mi^gp=^] 'world'

[je'-'] ~ []?.''] 'house'

[ga^*^] - [ga^'^] 'I -1st person singular pronoun'

4.23 Length

Length on vowels occurs in two predictable discourse level environments. First, in

utterance final position with the level unstopped tones (sec 5.1) a vowel may be lengthened. The

second environment is when emphasis is applied to a word.

Utterance final (listing)

/tuV
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4.3 Distribution

All vowels appear in the single vowel (VT) syllable type. Some restrictions may apply to

consonant vowel combinations (see 3.3). The distribution of vowels in vowel-vowel sequences

and the vowel /a/, as described below, requires further research.

4.3. J Vowel-vowel sequences

The data contains 1 1 vowel-vowel sequences, but only 20 separate examples. Only the

vowels /i/, /e/, /a/, /o/, /o/, and /u/ occur in sequences. Some sequences are clearly in loan

words, and most occur with contour tones. Speakers are generally able to separate the vowels,

but in regular speech, most of the sequences sound like dipthongs. Vowel sequences in the

data are treated as separate syllables.

Vowel-vowel sequences in phonetic data.

/i.o/
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this vowel as four different back unrounded vowels^, dependent upon the environment in which

they occur.

Acoustic phonetic research is required before this vowel can be accurately described,

however, observation of Yellow Lahu speakers producing this vowel led to the name blenched

teeth*. A number of speakers offered the advice that one's teeth must be held together to

correctly produce this particular vowel. In the phonetic data, this vowel is represented with the

IPA symbol [a].

5. Tones

5.1 Contrast

The data provides evidence for positing the following 7 tone system:

high level
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[ga^tj^i^]
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6, Conclusion

Data has been presented illustrating the phonological system of the Yellow Lahu Banian

language. Further data gathering and checking must be done to bolster the analysis. The mid

central 'clenched teeth' vowel promises interesting acoustic phonetic research, with possible

implications for the existing diacritic system of the IPA. The tone system also needs further

investigation, particularly concerning pitch levels and the effect of discoiu*se functions on tone.
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